The construction of the Shattuck Golf Course began in the summer of 1927 and was ready for play the following year. The land on which the golf course was built was originally farmland, of which half was owned by the state (Minnesota School for the Deaf). Most of the 44 acres were in crops, except for a small section of marshland located about in the middle of the acreage. The land is rolling and somewhat hilly in nature. The plot was almost completely void of trees except for a line of black sugar maples along the west boundary, some willows in the wet middle section, an elm just southwest of the willows, and an oak and hickory tree on the northwest edge of the farmland.

Shattuck was a military school at the time the golf course was being constructed. The course was designed and built under the direction of C. W. Newhall, Jr., Shattuck Class of 1923. Charles Erickson, greenskeeper at the Minikahda Club, Minneapolis and Tom Vardon, professional at the White Bear Club, St. Paul advised and assisted Mr. Newhall in the layout and construction of the course. Mr. Newhall's father, Dr. C. W. Newhall, was the school's headmaster when the course was being developed. The Newhalls were very instrumental in bringing about the construction of Shattuck's golf course.

Albert Turek was in charge of the actual construction of the golf course and became Shattuck's first greenskeeper. After building the greens, they were seeded with a mixture of Colonial and Washington creeping bent grass. The fairways were seeded with selected bluegrass after they were carefully prepared by frequent plowing and dragging. The contours of the land were not altered much and it remains an area of rolling topography. Some of the sand traps were built at this time.

The course, when it was built, consisted of nine-holes, 3100 yards in length, and a Par 36. There isn't any water hazards on the course but because of the rolling nature of the course, small greens, and strategically placed bunkers it can be quite challenging.

When the course was first opened, it was strictly a private course. Only the Shattuck cadets, parents of the cadets, faculty, and alumni were allowed to use
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YAMAHA, FOR THE LONGEST DRIVE IN GOLF.

Here's the proven 2-stroke Gas Car that stays on the course long after the others have puttered out. You'll be getting about 28 rounds per tankful, 4+ rounds per gallon.

Yamaha has built in easy maintenance. Exclusive AUTOLUBE™ automatically mixes gas and oil. CDI Solid State Ignition keeps engine self-tuned.

- Profitable years in operation.
- Easy engine access.
- Low Maintenance.
- Smooth ride.
- Powerful, cost-efficient engine.
- 4-year warranty.

GOLF CAR MIDWEST
BURNSVILLE & ORTONVILLE, MN.

Call Toll Free 800-329-6665 In Minnesota 800-352-2779

YAMAHA
the facility. A yearly fee of $20.00 was charged to those playing golf. The Shattuck varsity golf teams have been competing with other schools since 1932. Around 1936 the course was opened to the public because of the rising cost in operating and maintaining the golf course.

Today the layout of the course is virtually the same as it was back in 1928. Some of the fairway yardages are shorter than they were because of the widening of some of the surrounding city streets. Also a practice green was built around 1955 and that shortened one fairway, by moving the tee closer to the green, because the practice green was built where the old #8 tee used to be. Some of the greens have been enlarged but in general they are the original greens. The course still doesn't have very many mature trees but in the last few years there have been quite a few saplings planted. Shattuck Golf Course remains open to the public and the golfers are charged a daily fee.

BEING SECURE:
A GOOD FEELING

by Fred Anderson
Supertendent Purple Hawk Country Club

My maintenance and storage shed at the Purple Hawk is located four miles north of Cambridge and has easy access from Highway 65. Away from any homes and only a security night light, I felt a need for a security system. I contacted a member of our sheriff's department that installs systems and we worked out a security system detailed to our location and needs.

I have two metal sheds connected, one being a 30' x 60' cold storage shed, the other being a 30' x 30' heated maintenance shed. There are three metal sliding doors, a main entrance door and my office door. Magnetic door contacts were placed at each of these doors (when the system is on, there is approx. 3" of play before the magnetic contact is broken thus triggering the alarm). Inside my heated shed there
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**TURF MIX**

0-0-0

MINIMUM GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

- Boron: 0.04%
- Iron: 2.50%
- Magnesium: 1.50%
- Manganese: 0.10%
- Sulfur: 0.40%
- Zinc: 0.10%

Derived from Sulfur, Iron, Magnesium, Manganese and Zinc Glucoheptonate.

Boron derived from Sodium Borate.

ALSO:
- Sprayable - Sulfate of Potash
- Sprayable - Sulfur
- Chelated Iron
- Granular materials also available
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**Long Lake Ford Tractor**

"Service is our specialty"

Hwy. 12 - Long Lake • 475-2281
Open 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays • Saturday: 8 a.m. to Noon
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**The Green Machine**

GASOLINE-POWERED
String-Trimmer/ Brush-Cutter/ Tree-Pruner

- Model 3000LP
- Green Machine is proud to introduce their new
- Most Favorable Power-to-Weight Ratio Ever
- Lightweight power through applied technology.

- L-PAT Series Engine Design
- Long 59" Shaft for greater operator reach
- Heavy duty gear drive with 1:26:1 gear reduction & spark arrestor muffler
- 4 TFC head with twin .080 lines
- Accepts Model 3371 weeder cultivator attachment
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BRAYTON CHEMICALS, INC

YOUR PLANT NUTRIENT HEADQUARTERS

TOM HAUGEN

WHSE: 706 East 2nd St. • Janesville, MN 56048 507/234/5102
HOME: 1166 Harrison St. • Shakopee, MN 55379 612/445-8742
is a Infra Red motion detector and the control panel itself. At the entrance and the exit door is the entry control pad requiring a 4 number code needed to deactivate the system. If the proper four numbers have not been entered correctly within 30 seconds, the sheriff's department is automatically notified as well as two audible external alarms also go off. A battery back-up system takes over in case of a power outage. In the past two years the alarm has gone off twice, both times due to improper closing of the metal doors and the wind working the door away from the magnetic contacts and setting off the alarm.

I feel that the cost of the system, $1,000 plus $110 per year for the sheriff's department to monitor the system is more than worth the cost. I no longer have the fear of someone breaking into the shed, unnoticed, and being able to damage and or steal equipment. The system has been, I feel, a deterrent to that element of society that under normal circumstances wouldn't think twice about breaking and entering a business. The best place to obtain more information would be your local law enforcement office, many do this as a parttime job.

I sure will be glad when tournament week is over and they get these roughs back down to normal!
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**MINNESOTA GREEN EXPO '86**

**MINNESOTA GREEN INDUSTRIES EXPO '86**

June 10 & 11, 1986

ANOKA VTI - RUM RIVER CAMPUS

3929 No. 7th Avenue

Anoka, MN 55303

June 10

4:00 Check In

Exhibits

Open

Closing - Twilight

June 11

8:00 Check In

9:00 Exhibits

12:00 Lunch

1:30 Exhibits Continue

1:30 Rodeo Events

3:00 Drawing for Prizes

Must be present to win
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**See and test the newest green industry equipment on the spacious rum river campus grounds!**

**Test your individual skills in the Equipment Rodeo Competition**

**MINNESOTA GREEN INDUSTRY EXPO '86** is a combined effort of eleven professional organizations who are employed in the green industry. This summer show allows you to see a wide selection of equipment and supplies from the largest gathering of building and grounds equipment and service dealers.

**CO-SPONSORED BY:**

Minnesota Park Supervisors Association

Minnesota Street Supt. Association

Minnesota Golf Course Supt. Association

Minnesota Turf Association

Minnesota Society of Arboriculture

Minnesota Assoc. of School Maintenance Supervisors

Minnesota Hospital Groundskeepers

Grounds Supervisors of Area Colleges

Minnesota Cemeterykeepers Association

Minnesota Professional Lawn Care

Minnesota Recreation and Park Association
THE KING... From TEE to GREEN
The Queen-Sized Mower That's Fit For A Prince
(That's No Fairy Tale)

High performance
Motor 350D
with diesel power

- All Hydraulic
- Choice of 4, 6, or 8 Knife reels
- Hydrostatic drive, variable speed
- Economical 38 H.P.
- Diesel Engine
- Full Floating Heads

SPECIAL LEASING TERMS AVAILABLE ON THE COMPLETE FAMILY OF ALL RANSOMES PRODUCTS, REEL OR ROTARY

8000 Wallace Road • Eden Prairie, Minn. • (612) 934-8448